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Abstract— Many internet applications can benefit from an
automatic scaling property where their resource usage can
be Scale up and Down automatically by the cloud service
provider. In this project, we are going to implement the
proposed algorithm, but based on cpu utilization as well as
memory utilization. We are creating our private cloud on
which we are going to deploy the applications and we
encapsulate each application instance inside a VM and use
virtualization technology to provide instant service. When
load on server increases then load will be shifted to
another server which is known as load balancing and auto
scaling of resource as per requirement. When server
reaches to maximum load and cannot handle and more
requests, the proposed system is going to provide another
healthy instance which handle incoming Request is known
as auto scaling. In this paper, we come up with survey of
different auto scaling mechanisms as well as resource
provisioning techniques.

Load balancing is a technique in which the workload on the
resources is shifted to respective resources on the other node
in a network without distributing the running task.
The load to the individual nodes of the collective system to
make best response time and also utilization of the resources.
We use cloud to balance the load in the public cloud. The
parameters are CPU processing speed, queue size, memory
size, memory utilization ratio and CPU utilization.
With cloud computing, it is possible to provide cloud services
(software/infrastructure platform) as per the requirement.
Requirement can fluctuate as per the customer needs and thus
the provisioned resources can change. This feature of cloud
computing is known as elasticity. This has made cloud popular
nowadays. Elasticity is the key concept
in cloud, which allows resource as per request. This elasticity
property is gain through scaling up and scaling down the
services requested by the customer.
II.
EXISTING SYSTEM FOR LOAD BALANCING
AND AUTO SCALING MECHANISM
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Paper titled “Cloud Auto scaling with deadline and budget
Constraints” authored by Min Mao jie Li and jie Li and marty
Humphery published in 2012, describes exact constraint
related to load balancing and auto scaling which emphasis on
the issues such as constraints which can affect the fields
people use cloud platform relatively. Auto scaling and load
balancing as well .Authors find out matrix when they tried out
auto scaling mechanism for VM resources.
1. Requirement of more resource in limited budget. While
developing auto scaling mechanism in cloud computing one
has to consider user budget while acquiring resources because
cloud computing is a platform which offers its users extremely
unlimited power of computing task as well as storage
mechanism (capacity).
2. Virtual machine instances acquisition time: As auto scaling
Provides a way to scale up and scale down the cloud resource
any time it does not say that cloud platform scale it very fast in

VM- Virtual Machine
I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing has grown extremely well in business by
effectively providing the world class service to all its users.
Cloud computing is a model for enabling on demand network
access to a shared pool of configurable computing resource
(e.g. network, servers, storage, application and service) that
can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal
management effort or service provider interaction. Through
cloud computing there is no need to store data on desktop,
portable device etc. You can store the data on servers and you
access the data on server also you can access the data through
internet. The main issue related to cloud computing is load
balancing. Load occurs when the number of job increases.
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(0.0 sec) based On survey, author estimate the VM instance
acquisition time to be 10 Minutes. Before the resource is ready
for use which is non ignorable otherwise it creates lots of
critical condition. Another case is VM shifting down time
which takes 2-3 minutes in windows Azure. This case study
state that the user has to take care: count in the computing
Power of pending resource; if any instances are in pending
status then it means that instances are in ready process. Even
though we ignore instances ready status may result in booting
of another instances which actually not necessary, this simply
implies wastage of money.
Paper titled “ Auto Scaling Model for Cloud Computing
System” is written by Che-Lun Hung, Yu-Chen-Hu,KaunChing Li published in 2012 describes the novel virtual cluster
architecture for dynamic scaling of cloud applications in a
virtual cloud computing. An auto scaling algorithm is used for
automated provisioning and balancing of virtual machine
resources, which is based on active application session and the
energy cost is considered in a proposed algorithm. This system
has demonstrated that the proposed algorithm is capable to
handle sudden load requirements and maintains higher
resource utilization with reduced energy cost.
In this paper, auto scaling scenarios are presented to address
the automatic scalability of web applications and distributed
computing jobs in a virtual cluster on the virtualized cloud
computing environment. The cloud computing architecture is
constructed with a front end load balancer, a virtual cluster
monitor systems and an auto provisioning system. The frontend load balancer route and balance user requests to cloud
services which are deployed in virtual cluster. To collect the
use of physical resources of each virtual machine in a virtual
cluster, the virtual cluster monitor system is used. To
dynamically provision the virtual machines based on the
number of active session or the use of resources in a virtual
cluster, the auto provisioning system is used. The resources
are able to release when ideal virtual machines are destroyed.
The energy cost can be reduced by removing the ideal virtual
machines.

published in 2014 describes the resource provisioning
techniques which is main challenge in cloud computing. In
cloud computing, resources are scale -up and scale-down
based on the user demands. Author says that elastic resources
provisioning means use of software as per our convenience.
As we know that acquiring resources in cloud platform might
be costly hence to avoid wastage of money as well time one
has to consider resource provisioning techniques. There are
two provisioning techniques
1. Static provisioning technique 2. Dynamic provisioning
technique many application vendors are uses cloud computing
as emerging platform to deploy their applications. Cloud
service eliminates the need of setting up infrastructure which
takes time. Hence companies most prefer the cloud services.
Resource provisioning techniques determines how many
amounts of resources are required to execute task which result
as saving budget constant. When application vendor deploy
their applications on cloud based on need they are classified
as:
1. Static provisioning: This is used for applications which is
generally unchanging demands.
2. Dynamic provisioning: In case where requirements are not
fixed or demands of applications may change or vary on time
then this technique is used. Dynamic provisioning has been
suggested by virtualization where user can acquire and release
resources as per their need. Parameters for resource
provisioning are response time, fault tolerance, Revenue
maximization.
Table- 2 Comparison of some resource provisioning techniques

Table- 1: Existing auto scaling and load balancing system

Title of paper

New system
introduced

Cloud
Auto
scaling with
deadline
and
budget Constraints
Auto
Scaling
Model for Cloud
Computing
System

Find VM instance
Acquisition time

Algorithm
used

Reduce
the
significant amount
of resources

Paper titled “Resource Provisioning Techniques in Cloud
Computing” is written by Bhavani B H and H S Guruprasad
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Resource
provisioning
Technique

Metrics

Challenges

Provisioning
of
request
for virtual machine
sets
with placements
constraints in IaaS
cloud

Provides
effective
mean of VM
to PM
mapping

No
practical
medium to
large
problem

Risk
aware
provisioning
and
resource
aggregation
based
consolidation of
VMs

Reduce the
significant
amount of
resources

Focus on
only CPU
utilization

Optimal resource
provisioning for
cloud
computing

Efficiently
provides
resources for
SaaS user
Only

Applicable
only for
SaaS
Platform
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III.

CONCLUSION

Considering the growing importance of cloud, finding new
ways to improve the cloud services is an area of corner and
research focus. We have surveyed various load balancing and
auto scaling techniques for cloud computing. The main
purpose of load balancing is to satisfy the customer
requirements by distributing load dynamically among the
nodes and to make maximum resource utilization by the total
load to individual. When load is necessary in cloud computing
so we have discussed all the existing techniques for load
balancing and auto scaling and we have also discussed the
virtualization and cloud computing.
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